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 Voluntary home visiting programs are effective but lack 
adequate administrative support and stable funding.

 Quality of VPI needs to be improved and ensured 
statewide.

 Child Care Subsidy Program does not promote or 
incentivize high-quality child care.

 IDEA programs are mostly effective, but data and use of 
inclusive settings need improvement.

 Eliminating minimally effective state child care tax 
deduction could offset costs of improvements.
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Key report findings
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Brain’s capacity to change decreases over time

Adapted with permission from the Center on the Developing Child at Harvard University. Original graphic published in From Best Practices 
to Breakthrough Impacts: A Science-Based Approach to Building a More Promising Future for Young Children and Families (2016).
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One-third of sample of kindergartners assessed 
by VKRP were not fully ready for school (2014)

SOURCE: VKRP assessment of a representative sample of Virginia kindergartners in Fall 2014.
Some students not ready in multiple domains.
VKRP = Virginia Kindergarten Readiness Program
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 VKRP participation has grown, but still only 63 of 132 
school divisions participate

 Assessments provide essential information
▀ Kindergarten teachers can tailor instruction to help 

children improve during the year
▀ Insight into effectiveness of pre-K programs

 Expanding multi-dimensional VKRP assessment 
statewide would follow national trends
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Not assessing readiness of all kindergartners 
hinders improvement

VKRP = Virginia Kindergarten Readiness Program
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VKRP budget amendment would implement 
JLARC recommendation

Require all school divisions to 
participate in VKRP

JLARCRec
#1
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 Statewide, VPI-participating children are less likely to 
need extra help with reading in kindergarten

 Beyond literacy, the state does not know how well VPI 
promotes kindergarten readiness
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VPI improves literacy, but its effects on other key 
readiness domains is unknown
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 Quality is key for effective pre-K programs

 VPI has no meaningful assurances of quality
▀ No routine classroom observations
▀ No meaningful curriculum standards
▀ No assurances professional development is useful 

and effective for teachers

 VDOE’s administration and oversight is inadequate to 
ensure quality pre-K
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Quality of VPI needs to be improved and ensured 
statewide
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VPI budget amendments would implement 
JLARC recommendations

Require VDOE to 
ensure quality of 
VPI on an ongoing 
basis

JLARCRec
#11

Require VDOE to 
develop a plan and 
identify resources 
needed to ensure 
VPI is high quality

JLARCRec
#12

Require VPI providers to 
have the quality of teacher-
child interactions assessed 
through classroom 
observations

JLARCRec
#7

Require VDOE to establish a 
statewide minimum 
threshold for the quality of 
teacher-child interactions in 
VPI

JLARCRec
#8
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 Majority of providers receiving subsidy are licensed 
private or nonprofit child day centers

 Other types of providers receiving subsidy include
▀ Faith-based providers categorized as “religiously 

exempt child day care centers”
▀ Licensed family day homes
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Child Care Subsidy Program funds a portion of the cost 
of care for about 18,500 children
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 Created to help low-income parents maintain 
employment or obtain education or training

▀ National trend to also promote quality child care

 Subsidy has no assurances of quality
▀ No routine observations
▀ No curriculum expectations
▀ No assurances professional development is useful 

and effective
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Child Care Subsidy Program does not promote or 
incentivize high-quality child care
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Child care budget amendment would implement 
JLARC recommendations

Require DSS and UVA to develop a list of research-based 
curricula (as a resource for providers)

JLARCRec
#14

JLARCRec
#15

Require DSS and UVA to develop a list of professional 
development courses and providers (as a resource for providers)
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 Growing interest nationwide in tiered reimbursements 
as tool to promote healthy brain and skills development
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Other states provide higher subsidy amounts to 
child care providers demonstrating higher quality
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JLARC option to incentivize quality child care

Direct VDSS to establish and administer a pilot program to 
provide higher child care subsidy reimbursement rates for 
providers that demonstrate higher quality care

JLARCOption
#4
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 National research increasingly points to the cost-
effectiveness of voluntary home visiting programs 

 Virginia’s home visiting programs improve odds of 
healthy brain development

▀ Smoking cessation during pregnancy
▀ Healthy birth weight
▀ Full-term births
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Voluntary home visiting programs are cost-
effective way to help at-risk, very young children
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 Early Impact Virginia lacks formalized state support to 
coordinate and plan

▀ No full-time staff or statutory authority
▀ Existence relies on voluntarily provided support of 

home visiting programs

 Frequent and substantial changes to funding have 
challenged Virginia’s home visiting programs
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Inadequate administrative support and unstable 
funding hinder Virginia’s home visiting programs
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Home visiting budget amendment would 
implement JLARC recommendation

Designate Early Impact Virginia as lead entity to track 
outcomes, conduct assessments, and support improvement, 
training, and coordination across all state-supported voluntary 
home visiting programs

JLARCRec
#4
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 Voluntary home visiting programs are effective but lack 
adequate administrative support and stable funding.

 Quality of VPI needs to be improved and ensured 
statewide.

 Child Care Subsidy Program does not promote or 
incentivize high-quality child care.

 IDEA programs are mostly effective, but data and use of 
inclusive settings need improvement.

 Eliminating minimally effective state child care tax 
deduction could offset costs of improvements.
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Key report findings
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